ACCENTURE
myWizard®
Reimagine IT for Exponential Agility and Innovation
Unleash business value with myWizard

/ Speed
5-8X faster speed to market

/ Efficiency
>50% experience improvement

/ Agility
>95% predictive & proactive application maintenance

/ Quality
99% on-time successful releases

/ Predictability
>50% quality improvement
Accenture myWizard® is an integrated automation platform

with AI at the core and resilient, plug-and-play architecture that transforms enterprises and reimagines IT at speed and scale to drive exponential efficiencies.

Accenture’s holistic, structured approach of people, process and technology powered by the myWizard platform and assets can help you implement a mature level of automation across the end-to-end software engineering lifecycle with simplicity, speed, scale and sustainability.

- Accelerate a comprehensive automation transformation journey
- Maximize data-driven, business-aligned results
- Infuse continuous innovation into your automation DNA
- Propel nimble and resilient automation
Human + machine powering the intelligent enterprise

myWizard seamlessly enables and manages intelligent automation across the enterprise at speed and scale.
Human + machine

Using a digital roadmap with a vast suite of AI-infused assets, myWizard makes businesses more agile, intelligent and innovative while maximizing efficiency and value from IT investment.
myWizard key features

myWizard helps establish and manage structured approaches for modern engineering, modern operations, cloud and enterprise automation.

- **myWizard for Automation Journey** structures the intelligent automation journey by benchmarking automation and engineering maturity, identifying automation opportunities, building an actionable, digital roadmap, managing change and tracking savings and return-on-investment (ROI)

- **myWizard for Systems and Software Engineering** hyper-drives the modern engineering journey by infusing AI automation into the entire software delivery lifecycle, including software quality engineering, and drives system transformation programs with high speed, quality, agility and predictability

- **myWizard for DevXOps** is a one-stop, self-service marketplace to provision on-demand infrastructure, tools, cartridges and AI-infused assets to automate DevXOps across technologies and platforms

- **myWizard for Applications + Infrastructure (AIOps)** drives a predictive and business-aligned modern operations automation journey for IT with AI at the core to maximize efficiency, cost optimization and automation-fueled innovation while minimizing business disruption

- **myWizard for Automation in the Cloud** accelerates cloud migration and cloud-native development with multi-cloud strategies and makes multi-cloud operations more reliable and predictable
**myWizard for Knowledge Management** minimizes knowledge loss using AI assets to acquire and mine knowledge from diverse sources and retrieve in real-time.

**myWizard Virtual Agents** are AI-powered “digital co-workers” for human + machine collaboration that rapidly transform IT delivery from reactive to proactive and predictive with automated alerts, early warnings and data-driven recommendations to minimize risks and disruptions.

**myWizard Automation Marketplace** is an out-of-the-box, pre-configured catalogue of bots that accelerates the development of automation use cases across the IT delivery lifecycle on multiple technology platforms.

**myWizard for Technology Platforms** simplifies delivery with a ready-to-use package of integrated assets across the technology and software delivery lifecycle to accelerate modern engineering and operations with speed, agility and security for SAP, Oracle, Salesforce, Workday and Microsoft.

**myWizard for DIY AI** is a suite of pre-built, configurable, ready-to-use do-it-yourself AI models to accelerate your AI journey and build your own use cases.
Fully managed, seamless intelligent automation

- 12+ petabytes of rich data fabric to drive industry benchmarking & data-driven predictions
- 150+ patents and applications
- 100,000+ active users
- 14,000+ automation specialists

- 9,000+ engagements
- 67,000+ tickets managed a day
- 1,500+ clients
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About Accenture

Accenture is a leading global professional services company, providing a broad range of services and solutions in strategy, consulting, digital, technology and operations. Combining unmatched experience and specialized skills across more than 40 industries and all business functions — underpinned by the world's largest delivery network — Accenture works at the intersection of business and technology to help clients improve their performance and create sustainable value for their stakeholders. With approximately 513,000 people serving clients in more than 120 countries, Accenture drives innovation to improve the way the world works and lives.

Visit us at  www.accenture.com

Disclaimer

This document is intended for general informational purposes only and does not take into account the reader's specific circumstances, and may not reflect the most current developments. Accenture disclaims, to the fullest extent, permitted by applicable law, any and all liability for the accuracy and completeness of the information in this presentation for any acts of omissions made based on such information. Accenture does not provide legal regulatory, audit, or tax advice, readers are responsible for obtaining such advice from their own legal counsel or other licensed professionals.